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What will the LHC find?



4th Generation??

“A 4th generation of ordinary fermions is excluded 
to 99.999% CL on the basis of S parameter alone”

PDG 2006



Outline
 This conclusion is wrong.

• Constraints on a 4th generation

• Parameter space where 4th generation 
avoids (minimizes) all constraints

• Consequences for Higgs physics

Concentrate on the low energy effective theory
(there will be a cutoff Λ << Mpl).  
Some effects well-known, some known 
(but not appreciated), some new!



Constraints on a 4th Generation

• Z -> νν at LEP I

• CKM, MNS mixing

• Tevatron, LEP II direct search

• Electroweak precision (S parameter)

• Vacuum stability; triviality



     Invisible width
Easily avoided.  Add       with

Z ! !!

4th generation neutrino acquires Dirac mass

(can also add M44νR4νR4 Majorana mass;
  a bit more to say on this later) 

L ! !L4H"c
R4

!R4

mD = !v



Flavor physics
Quark mixing constraints can be approximated by 
enforcing unitarity of the 4x4 CKM matrix
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|Vt4d|2 = 1! |Vud|2 ! |Vcd|2 ! |Vtd|2 " !0.001 ± 0.005

|Vcd4|2 = 1! |Vcd|2 ! |Vcs|2 ! |Vcb|2 " 0.032 ± 0.181

|Vud4|2 = 1! |Vud|2 ! |Vus|2 ! |Vub|2 " 0.0008 ± 0.0011



Roughly,

is sufficient.

|Vud4| ! 0.03
|Vd4u| ! 0.04
|Vcd4| ! 0.2



Charged Lepton Flavor Mixing

This and similar processes restrict PMNS elements.
We find

|Ue4Uµ4|2 ! 10!8

So that
|Ue4|, |Uµ4| ! 0.01



LEP II Direct Search101

101



Tevatron Direct Search

No comparable published bound on d4.

However, for md4 < mt + mW, CDF search for 
u4 also applies to d4 (just gluon production);
for md4 > mt + mW, expect ttWW signal 

We take:  mu4,d4 > 258 GeV

-



Electroweak Precision

Counts number of 
EW doublets getting 
mass from EWSB

Isospin violation;
measures mass 
splitting within 
doublets



S Parameter

In the “limit”, mu,d >> MZ

ΔS  = Nf

6π

0.21 for 4th generation



S Parameter

In the “limit”, mu,d >> MZ

ΔS  = Nf

6π

0.21 for 4th generation

)( 1 - 2 Y ln
mu2

md2

Suggests a strategy to minimize S.  Take:

mu4 > md4    (Y = +1/6)
mν4 < ml4    (Y = -1/2)

Nc



The price to pay is a contribution to T.

We can exploit the well-known relative
experimental insensitivity to the 

S    T direction. !



Leptons
Taking ml4 - mν4 = 50-55 GeV, the lepton 
contribution to S can be eliminated.

For example:

100
155 ml4

mν4

ΔS = 0.00
ΔΤ = 0.05

(A Majorana mass for ν4 enlarges the parameter space, 
but does not substantially reduce S.)

(one-loop exact
used to calculate)



Quarks
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Standard Model
(S,T) = (0,0)
mt = 170.9 GeV
mh = 115 GeV

Precision
Electroweak
(oblique):



parameter set mu4
md4

mH !Stot !Ttot

(a) 310 260 115 0.15 0.19

(b) 320 260 200 0.19 0.20

(c) 330 260 300 0.21 0.22

(d) 400 350 115 0.15 0.19

(e) 400 340 200 0.19 0.20

(f) 400 325 300 0.21 0.25

TABLE I: Examples of the total contributions to !S and
!T from a fourth generation. The lepton masses are fixed
to m!4

= 100 GeV and m"4 = 155 GeV, giving !S!" =
0.00 and !T!" = 0.05. The best fit to data is (S, T ) =
(0.06, 0.11) [35]. The Standard Model is normalized to (0, 0)
for mt = 170.9 GeV and mH = 115 GeV. All points are within
the 68% CL contour defined by the LEP EWWG [35].

latest LEP EWWG fit finds a central value (S, T ) =
(0.06, 0.11) [35] with a 68% contour that is elongated
along the S ! T major axis from (S, T ) = ("0.09,"0.03)
to (0.21, 0.25). By contrast, the PDG find the central
value (S, T ) = ("0.07,"0.02) after adjusting T up by
+0.01 to account for the latest value of mt = 170.9 GeV.

The most precise constraints on S and T arise from
sin2 !e!

lept and MW , used by both groups. The actual nu-
merical constraints derived from these measurements dif-
fer slightly between each group, presumably due to slight
updates of data (the S-T plot generated by the 2006
LEP EWWG is one year newer than the plot included
in the 2006 PDG). A larger di!erence concerns the use
of the Z partial widths and "h. The LEP EWWG ad-
vocate using just "!, since it is insensitive to #s. This
leads to a flatter constraint in the S-T plane. The PDG
include the #s-sensitive quantities "Z , "h, Rq as well as
R!, and obtain a less flat, more oval-shaped constraint.
Additional lower–energy data can also be used to (much
more weakly) constrain S and T , although there are sys-
tematic uncertainties (and some persistent discrepancies
in the measurements themselves). The LEP EWWG do
not include lower–energy data in their fit, whereas the
PDG appear to include some of it. In light of these sub-
tleties, we choose to use the LEP EWWG results when
quoting levels of confidence of our calculated shifts in the
S-T plane. We remind the reader, however, that the ac-
tual level of confidence is obviously a sensitive function
of the precise nature of the fit to electroweak data.

In Table I we provide several examples of fourth–
generation fermion masses which yield contributions to
the oblique parameters that are within the 68% CL el-
lipse of the electroweak precision constraints. We illus-
trate the e!ect of increasing Higgs mass with compen-
sating contributions from a fourth generation in Fig. 2.
More precisely, the fit to electroweak data is in agree-
ment with the existence of a fourth generation and a light
Higgs about as well as the fit to the Standard Model alone
with mH = 115 GeV. Using suitable contributions from
the fourth–generation quarks, heavier Higgs masses up
to 315 GeV remain in agreement with the 68% CL limits
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FIG. 2: The 68% and 95% CL constraints on the (S, T ) pa-
rameters obtained by the LEP Electroweak Working Group
[34, 35]. The shift in (S, T ) resulting from increasing the
Higgs mass is shown in red. The shifts in !S and !T from a
fourth generation with several of the parameter sets given in
Table I are shown in blue.

derived from electroweak data. Heavier Higgs masses up
to 750 GeV are permitted if the agreement with data is
relaxed to the 95% CL limits.

Until now we have focused on purely Dirac neutri-
nos. However, there is also a possible reduction of Stot

when the fourth–generation neutrino has a Majorana
mass comparable to the Dirac mass [36, 37]. Using the
exact one-loop expressions of Ref. [37], we calculated the
contribution to the electroweak parameters with a Majo-
rana mass. Given the current direct–search bounds from
LEP II on unstable neutral and charged leptons, we find
a Majorana mass is unfortunately not particularly help-
ful in significantly lowering S. A Majorana mass does,
however, enlarge the parameter space where S ! 0. For
example, given the lepton Dirac and Majorana masses
(mD, M44) = (141, 100) GeV, the lepton mass eigen-
states are (m"1

, m"2
, m!) = (100, 200, 200) GeV, and con-

tributions to the oblique parameters of (#S" , #T") =
(0.01, 0.04). It is di$cult to find parameter regions with
#S! < 0 without either contributing to #U! ! "#S!,
contributing significantly more to #T!, or taking m"1

<
100 GeV which violates the LEP II bound for unstable
neutrinos.

Let us summarize our results thus far. We have
identified a region of fourth–generation parameter space
in agreement with all experimental constraints and
with minimal contributions to the electroweak precision
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Fourth Generation Spectrum

u4

d4

ν4

l4

100

200

40-60 GeV

50-70 GeV
300

CKM/PMNS mixings    0.01!



Striking Signals

W !

W !

W

W

t

d4

u4

d4

t

u4

u4 production:



Effects on Higgs Physics
1) Higgs mass range:   115 < mh <    315    to 68% CL {750   to 95% CL

2) Non-decoupling loop
effects affect Higgs
production and decay:

3) New decay modes:

4) Vacuum stability; cutoff scale



Loop enhancement:

1) σ4th(gg->h)    9σSM(gg->h)!

2) For 115 < mh < 140 GeV: BR(h->gg)     0.5!

3) Modified angular distribution for VBF:

4) Large increase in di-Higgs production:



Higgs Production Enhancement
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Unusual Higgs Decays



If the 4th generation neutrino has a 
Majorana mass

(EW precision allows M44   mD; ν4 as DM favors it)!



Modification to the VBF Angular Distribution

Standard Model: WBF

Standard Model: WBF+GF

4 Generations: WBF+GF
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FIG. 5: Angular distribution of vector-boson fusion chan-
nel assuming reference point (b) with its Higgs mass mH =
200 GeV

distribution peaks around !!jj = 0, ". This correlation
can be used to determine the Lorentz structure of the
WWH coupling [52].

The modification to the ggH coupling from a fourth
generation leads to a larger relative size of the gluon–
fusion process in the H+2 jets sample. This causes a
modification in the angular correlation. shown in Fig. 5.
For our Madevent [53] simulation we employ all of the
cuts listed in Ref. [54], except that we reduced the cut
on the invariant mass of the jets to mjj > 200 GeV
(appropriate to Tevatron energies), and use the HEFT
model [39]. Measuring this distribution would provide
an interesting probe of the relative sizes of the weak vec-
tor boson fusion over gluon fusion. Of course this relative
weight will be a"ected by cuts as well as analysis strate-
gies like a mini–jet veto and requires a careful study.

New decay modes of the Higgs are possible if the Higgs
is su#ciently heavy. Simply trying to produce the Higgs
and decay to two heavy quarks at hadron colliders is
small compared with the QCD production and therefore
not promising. For decays to heavy leptons there are
two cases to distinguish, depending on the size of the
mixing between the fourth–generation leptons and the
SM leptons.

One very interesting modification to Higgs signals oc-
curs if the mixing between the fourth–generation leptons
and the other generations is very small (|Ui4| < 10!8).
In this case, the fourth–generation neutrinos escape the
detector as missing energy. This will be the case, for
example, when one contemplates the fourth–generation
neutrino as dark matter. (The intermediate case of de-
cay with a displaced vertex is also possible for a narrower
range of PMNS mixings of roughly 10!6 ! |Ui4| ! 10!8.

A recent discussion of the possibility of displaced vertices
associated with Higgs decay to neutrinos, in a di"erent
context, can be found in [55].) LEP II bounds on missing
energy plus an initial–state photon are relatively weak,
and thus the fourth–generation neutrino can be as light
as about MZ/2. This case also requires a mechanism to
avoid the direct detection bounds (we comment on this
below) which otherwise rule out weak scale Dirac neutri-
nos as dark matter. For Higgs masses below 140 GeV,
the invisible decay H ! #4#4 can even dominate. Such
a signature is among the more challenging at the LHC,
in particular because the most likely channel to observe
an invisible Higgs is weak boson fusion, which is not en-
hanced by fourth–generation loop e"ects [51].

If the mixing |Ui4| is not exceedingly small, then
the fourth–generation neutrino promptly decays via an
PMNS mixed charged current Ui4$

±
i #4W". Given the

LEP bounds for this two–body decay to be open, the
Higgs must be heavier than about 200 GeV. This means
that the new signal is H ! #4#4 ! $+$!W+W! where
the lepton flavor depends on which PMNS mixing el-
ement dominates. The branching ratio of this mode,
shown in Fig. 3, is roughly 5% for Higgs masses larger
than the kinematic threshold. When combined with the
branching ratio of the W ’s into leptons, we can estimate
that the rate into four leptons (plus missing energy)

BR(H ! #4#4 ! 4$)

BR(H ! ZZ ! 4$)
" 1.1

!

BR(H ! #4#4)

0.1

"

(14)

Hence, the rate is comparable to the rate for H ! ZZ !
4$. One subtlety is that the decay #4 ! $W likely pro-
ceeds to third generation leptons, if indeed the PMNS
mixing element |U!4| is largest, and so the two leptons
from this decay would be % ’s. It might nevertheless be
worthwhile to study the four lepton signal characteristics,
including the relative rates into di"erent lepton flavors,
as well as searching for events with accompanying miss-
ing energy.

In the case where the fourth–generation neutrino has
an electroweak scale Majorana mass, M44 # vy"

44, half
of the time the same two–body decay proceeds to same-
sign leptons H ! #4#4 ! $±$±W"W". This rather un-
usual signal of the Higgs, discussed in a similar context
in Refs. [56], has little physics background except poten-
tially Higgs pair production, with each Higgs decaying
into W pairs. The di"erence is that the four generation
signal has no missing energy, and moreover, the visible
mass of the events would approximately reconstruct the
Higgs mass and not threshold–suppressed two–Higgs pro-
duction.

Finally, Higgs pair production is resurrected by fourth–
generation loop e"ects. While the SM production rate at
the LHC might barely be su#cient to confirm the exis-
tence of a triple Higgs coupling &HHH as predicted by
the Higgs potential [57], the enhancement of the e"ective
ggH and ggHH couplings should allow for a proper mea-
surement of &HHH . Enhancements to Higgs pair produc-
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Vacuum stability requires new physics...
but need not be strongly coupled!

(e.g., supersymmetry)

(so, 4th generation effects on the Higgs sector 
should remain unscathed by the UV completion)



Applications

EW phase transition modified; can be enhanced
due to fermion decoupling (work in progress)

(discussed in a different context in
Carena, Megevand, Quiros, Wagner)

ν4 as DM:  with Majorana mass, no direct detection
constraint.  Stability?  Low thermal abundance?

(Z’ models, e.g., Belanger, Pukhov, Servant)



Summary
4th generation allowed by all direct and indirect 
constraints within a well-defined parameter space.

Pattern of masses that minimize EW precision
   mu4 - md4 = 50-70 GeV
   ml4 - mν4 = 40-60 GeV

Dramatic effects on Higgs sector:
- gluon fusion x 9; VBF modified; di-Higgs enhanced
- unusual decays (l+l-WW; l+l+WW if Majorana)

Discover (rule out) quarks and Higgs will be fast.
Higgs rate, angular dist, unusual decays distinguish
from vector-like quarks.



Extra



!HHH mH "gg!HH "gg!HHBR(4W )

SM !SM 115 34.07 0.22

SM 0 115 63.56 0.41

SM !SM 200 8.54 4.61

SM 0 200 25.73 13.89

(a) !SM 115 299.7 0.76

(a) 0 115 500.2 1.26

(b) !SM 200 96.2 51.30

(b) 0 200 241.3 128.6

TABLE III: Total cross section for Higgs pair production at
the LHC for two di!erent Higgs masses, 115 GeV and 200 GeV
according to reference points (a) and (b). All masses are given
in units of GeV, all rates in units of fb.

tion using an operator approach was also recently con-
sidered in Ref. [58].

Total rates are notoriously di!cult observables at
hadron colliders, but the Higgs self coupling can be
beautifully extracted from the threshold behavior of the
gg ! HH amplitude. At threshold, this process is dom-
inated by the two form factors F!,! proportional to the
metric tensor, which arise from the triangular and box
diagrams (following the notation of Ref. [59]). In the
low–energy limit [39] the box diagram’s form factor pro-
portional to the transverse tensor is suppressed by pow-
ers of the loop mass. The Higgs–coupling analysis makes
use of the fact that at threshold the two contributions
F! and F! cancel. More precisely, in the low–energy
limit mH "

#
s " mt we find F! = $F! + O(ŝ/m2

t ).
This cancellation explains the increase in rate when we
set !HHH to zero, as shown in Table III.

If we only slightly vary the size of the Higgs self cou-
pling, this threshold behavior changes significantly [57]
and provides an experimental handle on !HHH . In Fig-
ure 6 we show the HH invariant mass (or ŝ at parton
level) distribution. The shift between finite and zero
!HHH in the Standard Model provides the (S)LHC mea-
surement of the Higgs self coupling. Similarly to the ggH
form factors shown in Table II the decoupling assumption
for top quarks is numerically not quite as good as for the
additional fourth–generation quarks. Once the process is
dominated by heavier quarks the variation of mHH with
!HHH becomes significantly more pronounced, so there
is little doubt that we can use it to measure the Higgs
self coupling.

For the Standard Model, the Higgs self coupling analy-
sis at the LHC is likely restricted to the 4W decay chan-
nel [57]. From Table III we see that for light Higgs masses
this decay is strongly suppressed, so it would be an inter-
esting exercise to see if there are alternative decay chan-
nels [60] which might work for lighter Higgs bosons, given
the rate and mHH sensitivity increase by the fourth gen-
eration.
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FIG. 6: Invariant mass distribution for Higgs pair produc-
tion at the LHC. We show the Standard Model and fourth–
generation curves in the reference point (b). For the dashed
line the Higgs self coupling is set to zero.

V. META-STABILITY AND TRIVIALITY

Until now we have concentrated on collider e"ects of
a fourth generation coupled to one Higgs doublet. Since
the Yukawa couplings of the new fermions exceed 1.5 for
the fourth–generation quarks, the four–generation model
as an e"ective theory breaks down at a scale that may
not be far above the TeV scale. There are two well-
known constraints: (1) the possibility that the quartic
coupling is driven negative, destabilizing the electroweak
scale by producing large field minima through quantum
corrections [61], and (2) large Yukawa couplings driving
the Higgs quartic and/or the Yukawas themselves to a
Landau pole, i.e. entering a strong–coupling regime.

In both cases the problematic coupling is the Higgs
quartic, since it receives much larger new contributions
to its renormalization group running from the fourth–
generation quark Yukawas couplings. The renormaliza-
tion group equation for !(µ) is

16"2 d!

dt
= 12!2$9!g2

2$3!g2
1 +4!

!

Nfy2
f $4

!

Nfy4
f

(15)
where we have shown only the dominant terms. The
last two terms encode the Higgs wave function and quar-
tic terms induced by the fermions; the sum is over all
identical fermions with degeneracy Nf . In our numerical
estimations we also include the sub-leading electroweak
coupling dependence, and evolve using the full set of one
loop #-functions [62].

We can estimate the scale at which the meta-stability
bound becomes problematic by requiring that the proba-
bility of tunneling into another vacuum over the current
age of the Universe is much less than 1. This is equivalent
to the requirement that the running quartic interaction
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